Letter N9
Dead or not dead (2 part)
I talked to a Russian woman yesterday. It so happened that her Facebook
post somehow came out to me. She wrote about her concerns, that the United
States is bombing Ukraine, and all that stuff.
I wrote a comment and then another one after a while. I remembered her
and recognized her whole crowd in the comments. These were people from the
IT environment where I used to work closely and knew each of them.
I reminded them that we knew each other and that I had come to tell my
version of what was going on here and told them about the real war that would
come to them in zinc and on crutches, and it would be very bitter to learn about
the realities. And it seems that they had come to Facebook to hear this other
version. Although, of course, not everyone agreed with it. But I realized that the
other side of the border also needs to know our truth in spite of everything. If we
really want “him” DEAD and their entire Kremlin bot farm collapsed.
Two weeks is crucial. I said that we were fighting for both our and their
freedom of speech, and the cotton wool they ate and broadcasted. But I have a
question. Because while they are in the process of enlightenment, our people
are dying and the rotation of orcs is only filling their sparse ranks with new cannon fodder. World experts continue to blow their old pipes about the crucial next
two weeks.
And I want to say: “Zhora, where have you been!?” When all the shitty experts have already buried us here. You all knew perfectly well what would happen here.
And now, when the-one-who-has-to-die with his “systematically suffocating hand” makes a new ORDLO (* an occupied territory) in Kherson, week after
week breaks the will of thousands of people in front of everyone, takes thousands from Mariupol to concentration camps, takes away passports and forms
new gulags.
Our couch experts say that if they had spoken Ukrainian in the east, no
one would have gone and released us in tanks. How can’t you understand?
Those orcs do not care where to make a new ORDLO, whether in Kherson, or in
Kiev, Warsaw, Prague, Berlin. They do give a shit about what language we speak
here. They will find the reason for the invasion anywhere, that mythical oppressed Russian-speaking population, which must be liberated.
They already had it all, it is just a horde and they want revenge. And they
also do nott care about all those sanctions. They have their own attitude to values and they simply don’t care about financial and technical losses.
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